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Connect Tempest Permitting and
OnBase Electronic Plan Review

Manages plan sets and
other documentation
seamlessly
Securely shares content
across the enterprise,
even with mobile users
Removes paper from the
approval process

The integration between Tempest Prospero and OnBase by Hyland gives
Tempest users instant access to the plan sets, reports and documentation
they need from one central repository. With OnBase, your Tempest
Prospero solution is seamlessly tied to electronic plan review, and key
content, making community development more efficient.
Extending your Tempest solutions with OnBase Electronic Plan Review
means simpler, paperless management of plan sets, markups, site photos,
as-builts and everything in between.
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Connects your permitting tasks to a central content repository
With Tempest and OnBase, agencies track permits, planning and
development, and code enforcement from one interface. When a permit is
issued, there’s no guessing where the supporting plans and documentation
exist, or whether they are accurate and up to date.
Better project management and review happen when all the right content can
be accessed from one place. Finding engineering studies, photos, plans and
other relevant data on a project no longer requires hours of searching through
paper files in multiple locations. And, archiving permits and other documents
makes that information available throughout the organization, providing
consistent information to involved parties, improving project transparency
and creating a historical archive that can be accessed by first responders or
future planners.

Enables seamless transition to electronic plan review
There’s no need to scan paper documents, since data can be captured from
Tempest Prospero and leveraged in OnBase Electronic Plan Review from the
start of the project. From there, OnBase takes over, creating and managing a
transparent, efficient and paperless plan review effort. When multiple parties
need to review and approve plan sets, OnBase provides instant access and the
ability to collaborate in real time. Automated comment tracking and reviews
help you meet deadlines while reducing paper across the enterprise.

Goes beyond electronic plan review
OnBase connects all the critical solutions you use to run your government
agency, from accounting and human resources to field work, GIS applications
and your Tempest solutions. OnBase Electronic Plan Review can be leveraged
later to store content for your entire enterprise, so the investment you make
today for efficient plan review continues to improve your operations into the
future. Your content will be securely stored and accessible from anywhere on
virtually any device.
OnBase is tailored for the department and comprehensive for the enterprise.
Learn more at OnBase.com/Government »
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